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Brandon Johnson | Software
Developer

Links

Github - https://github.com/brenicillin
LinkedIn - https://www.linkedin.com/in/brenicillin
Portfolio - https://terminal.turing.edu/alumni/1895-brandon-johnson

Professional Summary

I am a recent graduate from Turing School of Software and Design's Back End
Engineering program. I'm very interested in a junior-level software engineering
position. My greatest strengths are Ruby on Rails and Python. I'm excited to start my
career in the Software Engineering field. As a military veteran, working with people
from a wide variety of backgrounds in a fast-paced environment are like second
nature.

Skills

CSS Python
PyTest Ruby on Rails
RSpec PostgreSQL
Agile Sprint Planning Software Debugging

Education

Certificate of Completion - Back End Engineering
Turing School of Software and Design ‐ Denver, CO

Member, Student Leadership Council

Projects

InkLink
Inklink is an app developed during my time at Turing School of Software and
Design with a team of 4 back-end students.
It uses a PostgreSQL database with Ruby on Rails framework, utilizing
Bootstrap for the front end portion.

Riverview, FL 33579
(619) 207-9515
johnsonbw2010@gmail.com



Jun 2021 ‐ Sep 2022

Jun 2016 ‐ Oct 2020

Aug 2011 ‐ Sep 2015

You can find the app, deployed using Heroku, at https://inklink.herokuapp.com
Front end repository - https://github.com/brenicillin/inklink_fe
Back end repository - https://github.com/margdaly/inklink-be

FlightLog
FlightLog was also developed during my time at Turing, with a team of 3
back-end students and 4 front-end students.
Built with React Native on the front end, and Python with Django framework,
connected to a PostgreSQL database on the back end.
This app is deployed on Vercel at https://flight-log-six.vercel.app
Repositories can be found at  https://github.com/Flight-Log

Experience

Intake Coordinator
Humane Society of Tampa Bay ‐ Tampa, FL

Prepared detailed documentation to facilitate seamless client intakes.
Resolved customer complaints and answered policy and procedure-related
questions.
Assisted team members in resolving complex issues with critical thinking and
tactful communication.

Kitchen Manager
10 Barrel Brewing Company ‐ San Diego, CA

Managed inventory and controlled labor costs to reach profit goals.
Recorded production and operational data for robust and up-to-date
recordkeeping.
Interacted with guests to obtain feedback on product quality and service levels.

Culinary Specialist
US Navy ‐ Norfolk, VA

Instructed cooks and kitchen assistants, helping to improve team performance.
Scheduled repair and maintenance work for kitchen equipment to minimize
downtime and disruption.
Organized production schedules to maintain consistent service delivery.
Mentored new sailors to assimilate quickly into hardworking team in fast-paced
environment.
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